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Ed itorial

oh,The
possibilities...
By jon bentman
photos: JB

ANY TIME THE need to write this editorial arises my reaction is nearly
always the same. The brain empties (doesn’t take long) and distraction
therapy ensues. Typically the latter involves a quiet meander through the
pages of ebay. Curiously, my fantasy buys are always grounded in reality.
I’m not looking for big ticket buys (even in my dreams), but garage fillers
of a more modest nature.
I’ll typically start with a search for a Honda XR650R, hoping some
uninformed chap – no doubt tired of all the kickstarting – will list a pretty
clean example for a sub £2k ticket (the eternal dream). An XR650R with a
set of Adventure-Spec Magadan bags and a Safari long-range tank would
be an ideal adv-lite, I feel (although I’m not entirely convinced).
Sometimes this search is followed by one for a Yamaha Ténéré which I’ll
argue (with myself) would be a more comfortable, practical adv-lite. Only
that’s at least a grand more (they start at £3k) and at that price I’m getting
close to the price of a BMW GS, either a clean 1100 or a well-loved 1150
(an Adventure model preferably). So I look there next. I love GSs. But then
I’ll rationalize an old high-mileage GS might be something of a liability –
I’m not up for gearbox-clutch-shaft drive rebuilds. So the adventure
search goes cold.

Editorial
Still not ready to write the editorial; next comes the Yamaha WR search.
A WR250F is always a useful tool to have, for trail riding and more than good
enough for a bit of racing. A neat little reserve player to have sitting on the
bench. Again, I’m looking around the £2-2.5k mark, preferably less. Only in
making this search I’ll remember the WR450F – and what a great bike that
is. A bit of a tank for competitive enduro work – but hey, a brilliant rally bike.
A few years back I interviewed one Gavin Hockey (local bike dealer) about
his taking a £3.5k second hand WR450F, adding an auxiliary tank and a
roadbook and GPS and creating a surprisingly competitive rally bike for
under £5k. By sharing costs with some mates he then spent less than
£2k in competing in the 14-day Intercontinental Rally (that follows an old
Dakar route across North Africa). He’d enjoyed a full-blown Dakar-esque
experience for under £7k, and stood to recoup at least half of that when
he sold the bike…
But when am I going to get the time to go on a proper rally? So then I
round on trials. But not modern stuff, instead classic twin shocks. I have
one already in my TLR 250, but I’ve always wanted a Fantic 240, Thierry
Michaud was a boyhood (well, young adulthood) hero of mine. From there
I’m searching Vinduro as well, of course. An old IT, PE or XR would be
great fun. Only the brakes (drums) are rubbish, as is the suspension, and
I struggle with forward footrests and pull-back handlebars – I need to stand,
not sit, on an enduro.
So that search runs dry. Last chance saloon? I’ll try for a Honda CBR600F
(1998 FW is favourite) – could I sneak one for under £1300? A great
runaround (ideal for editorial meetings in London) and occasional trackday
bike… Then, finally, because I’m weird: BMW R60/5. Say no more.
Then at last, I return to the editorial. For all the Walter Mitty-ing the brain’s
still drawing a blank. But I am reassured, at least, that my love for
bikes is both varied and everlasting…

AND THE Winner of the GoldenTyre extreme enduro tyres
WINNER IS... competition is John Miller from Taunton, Somerset
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Scott Hustle MX
enduro goggles
As said in our last issue, it’s been high time we brought in some competitions
and giveaways, as our way of sharing.
You want these!
Everyone needs a pair of decent goggles.
Editor JB has spent a lot of time wearing
Scott’s Hustle enduro goggles and he loves
them. The slim frame allows for great airflow
around the face, while the optical clarity of the
Truview lens – always clear thanks to the ACS
air controls system – makes watching the trail
and picking a good line that much easier.
Ideal for enduro, especially woods riding.
Here’s how!
All you need to do to go into the draw for this sensational prize is to go to
our website www.rustsports.com input your email for a download of the
latest magazine and press submit. It’s as simple as that. We’ll make a draw
(from all our subscribers) for the winner on January 31st, 2017.
Plus…
There’s an added bonus – once you’ve hit that submit button you’ll get
automatic email alerts of future issues. Rest assured your email will not be
used for marketing purposes or sold onto third parties. However, we will,
through 2017, be developing a RUST membership package with a view to
creating partnerships with the dirt bike industry whereby we’ll be able to offer
some great offers and discounts on the products to our subscribers.

Terms & conditions: It’s a worldwide competition, so even if you’re in Australia or Antarctica do send in
your entry, we’ll dispatch the goggles no matter where! We should set a closing date – essentially you’ve got to
have submitted your email by 12:00GMT on January 31, 2017. And as usual in these matters, no correspondence
will be entered into!Please note RUST Magazine cannot be held responsible for goods in transit, or any import
duties/taxes payable in the winners home country. Many countries will not charge duties if the item is a
competition prize, but some may do. Bah humbug... There is no cash alternative available.

Note: To know more about Scott goggles go to www.scott-sports.com
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The Joy of SX

Ahh, the AMA Supercross season has jumped back into life. It is, to be fair, quite the most glorious thing.
Is there a sport more gladiatorial, more downright dangerous, and so hugely riveting, than supercross?
And is there a series more expertly promoted and documented? Yeah, the American promotors and
media crews have the job dialled. Set against that we have the worry that just maybe Ken Roczen (#94)
could run away with the series this year, especially if his form at Anaheim I (on January 7) is anything
to go by (he walked it). There’s not a motorsport series in the world that welcomes a one-horse race.
But it’s early doors – and a long series. In Supercross anything can, and does, happen.
Image: Red Bull Content Pool / Garth Milan
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And he did it!
Sam Sunderland is the winner of the 2017 Dakar
Rally. The Dorset-born Dubai resident became the
first British competitor to win the Dakar Rally in its 38
year history. In 2014 he became the first Brit to win a
stage since the late John Deacon (1998, on a works
BMW R 900 RR), now he’s collected the ultimate of
rally silverware. And it was an all-KTM podium, with
Sunderland’s team mate (Austrian) Matthias Walkner
runner-up while Dakar veteran Gerard Farrés (Spain)
grabbed the final podium spot on the very last day!
Congratulations to the other Brits who also finished
the 2017 Dakar, Lyndon Poskitt (39), Max Hunt (52)
and David Watson (84). Well done guys!
Pic: Marcin Kin / KTM
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Slower is the new fast

There’s a saying, you can slow a fast racer down, but it’s hard to
make a slow racer fast. Sam Sunderland has always been fast,
but getting to the end of a rally has at times been problematical.
He’s kept it together for the odd rally, winning the Merzouga
in 2013 and the Rally Oilibya du Maroc in 2015 – but he’s never
before made it to the end of the Dakar. This year it looks like
Sunderland slowed it down a little, to take his time with the
navigation, to minimise the risks and – significantly – to manage
his opposition. It was classic Dakar strategy and it makes
Sunderland the most deserving of winners.
Pic: Red Bull Content Pool / Flavien Duhammel
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Ever wondered how your average club rider would cope with an
international-grade extreme enduro? Club racer Matt Watterson #41
can tell you having raced the 2016 Red Bull Sea to Sky – and he
roped in a couple of unsuspecting mates too…
Words: Matt Watterson, Photos: Red Bull, Yana & Anton @ Actiongraphers
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WITH THE POLITICAL unrest and frequent terror attacks painting a tragic
picture of Turkey, getting an entry to the Red Bull Sea to Sky extreme
enduro wasn’t exactly difficult. Getting some mates to join me in the race
was altogether harder. But one Friday night, after I knew he’d had a few
to many beers, I managed to hoodwink one of my good riding buddies,
Gary Hanson (local Clubman A rider), on the pretence of riding a dirt bike
in a warm dry climate with the opportunity of a beer or two to relax with
after. I made sure I got his entry in before he sobered up. Once sober and
realising he’d been conscripted, and probably not wishing to die alone,
Gary then ‘invited’ another mate Shaun Turner (owner of Actiontrax –
organisers of enduro practice days in Kent, UK). Shaun’s never ridden
an extreme enduro but likewise was hooked – again probably in ebrius –
on the notion of sun and sea (and beer).

RUST Extreme
‘This was our first experience of
the Turkish terrain – namely rocks,
rocks and more rocks...’

Checking out some of the obstacles before
the race made some of us wish we’d just
left it as a surprise on the day...

With only five months to train for the event
we enlisted the help of a personal trainer
(the most excellent Jamie Burroughs of
www.bodyclinic.uk.com) and all started well
with regular training sessions while following
nutrition plans. Then there was that (failed)
military coup and we were asking was the
event still going to run? Any excuse – our
training duly slowed and the pub dinners
returned.
Later, we decided to pull out of the event
altogether, only then we realised we’d
already paid out for the race entry, flights
and accommodation in Turkey so we
decided (okay, had) to stick it out. So we
rendezvoused with the race organisers’
transporter that would take our bikes and kit
to Turkey and the following week boarded
the plane – unsure if our bikes had made it
through the tightened border security.
On arrival we checked into our hotel the
five-star Kemer Crystal Deluxe Resort and
Spa then made our way to the race paddock.
Our bikes were lined up waiting for us, no
damage, kit all present – and signing on was
straightforward. Top marks to the organisers!
A PRELIMINARY RIDE-OUT
The organisers scheduled a ride to the top of
Tahtali mountain (2366m) as a fun group ride
to settle the riders in. For pretty much all of
us this would be the first and only time we
would be reaching the top. Leaving the town
with 200+ riders in tow we made our way off
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the tarmacked roads onto the dusty fire
roads, which, as we climbed, got more and
more narrow. This was our first experience of
the Turkish terrain – namely rocks, rocks and
more rocks. Some big rocks, some small
rocks and lots of loose rocks. The top of the
mountain looked like the surface of Mars.
Nearing the top it became apparent that
the thinning air had taken effect on our carb
jetting, our KTM 300EXCs all felt at best
nothing more than 125cc. Heading back
down, the group split and we had a choice
which guide to follow. I decided to take the
Silver route back, which would tie-in riding
some of the main mountain race track.
Gary had issues earlier in the day with a
stuck carb float which meant he didn’t have
enough fuel while Shaun had problems on
the way up the mountain with his bike
overheating so they both took the direct
route back down.
The following day was the ride-with-thepros day, basically your chance to go out
with one of the top guys in a small group and
try and pick up some skills – or realise just
how crap your ability really is. Seeing as we
already knew we were lacking in ability we
decided to sit the day out as already muchneeded bike maintenance was due: my bike
needed the carb stripping as it wouldn’t tickover, so did Gary’s due to the sticky float,
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while Shaun’s needed a little TLC and the
newly installed digital fan kit adjusting.
We took the afternoon to go and walk
the beach racetrack – a mix of rocks, sand,
gravel and manmade obstacles. The first
issue to overcome was a 15m wide gap
jump. Yikes! If we made the jump the
numerous rock gardens, water holes, logs,
tyres and wooden ramps would be next to
inflict more pain.
DAY 1: BEACH RACE
FORMAT: The beach race consisted of two
timed qualifying laps with the fastest 150
riders going through to the afternoon finals
in three groups of 50 riders. We had half an
hour to walk the track and then the qualifying
was to start. Only the weather was not great
– a torrential downpour! The organisers
waited for it to pass, only it didn’t, so (by now
soaked through) qualifying begun, with the
rocks, logs and wooden ramps now slick.
MATT: Beach race qualifying lap 1,
I decided to take the leap of faith and head
for the big gap jump straight off the line. Not
sure if I was going to make it, I gave the bike
a handful to be sure and sailed over fine. I
managed the next few obstacles without too
many dramas, but on reaching the first of the
up-and-over wooden ramps I underestimated
the deep sand on the run up and didn’t have
enough momentum to get cleanly over. I
made a quick turn around ready for another
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attempt only to come face to face with Gary. I was blocking his approach.
A few swear words later from Gary and I was gone, clattering my way
straight down the side of all of the rock sections, knocking photographers
and Red Bull signage out of the way to fall over the finish line, exhausted.
I felt I had done enough in the first timed lap so I sat out the second run,
and when the final results came in I was just inside the top 100 which meant
that I would be out in the second wave of riders in the afternoon finals.
In the afternoon finals, after a bad start, I was making up a few places
along the long straight when I came to the floating log hole. Only the course
had changed since the morning qualifying – baying for more blood, the
organisers had removed some logs and added water. The line I took in
qualifying was no longer good and I crashed out into
the log hole, drowned the bike and was left sat in
waist deep water with two bikes on top of me.
End of my day’s race.
GARY: Sat in the queue of bikes winding
their way from the paddock to the
start, I watched intently as the
top boys (and girls) pinned it
from the flag, straight over the
massive gap jump. You had just 20 metres
from the start to decide if you had enough
speed (and balls) to hit the jump – or take the

www.sidiselect.co.uk
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‘I’d decided to play safe and not kill myself,
and my bike, right from the get go.’

chicken route! Now, being a solid 18 stone
with kit on, I’m most definitely not meant to
fly, and having never ridden much motocross
I really didn’t fancy it. So I’d decided to play
safe and not kill myself, and my bike, right
from the get go. That was until my old
mucker Matt, who was two spots ahead of
me, went and did the jump! Oh Bo%*ocks,
I thought, now I’ve got to do the jump, purely
because of the massive peer pressure
mounting in my own tiny brain! So I pinned
the 300 and genuinely hit that jump with my
eyes shut! I survived and carried on round
the beach track massively pleased I was still
in one piece.
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I had a good full-beans blast along the straight
and got to the first wooden ramp to find Matt was
there laying across it, obviously trying to sabotage
my qualifying lap! Suffice to say I wasn’t patient
enough and tried to go past him and got it very
wrong and almost decapitated a poor young lady
who was stood next to said ramp. That induced
a huge amount of huffing and puffing, having to
drag the bike back, which knackered me beyond
belief. But the rest of the lap went okay, although
incredibly exhausting! Qualified in the third group
of 50 which wasn’t ideal, but I did qualify!

www.scottsonline.com
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As Matt explained, the track builders
made some changes to the floating log pit
which we hadn’t seen or been told about,
so jumping off the start like a scalded cat,
I got a really good run through the first
section until I hit the same log pit flat out
and promptly slammed straight over the
bars into the drink! I managed to get going
again, but the bike and I were drowned.
The rest of the race was a blur as I was now
in a state of utter fear, and totally exhausted,
but I managed to finish and get a sensible
start spot for the forest race!
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SHAUN: Lined-up for the beach race first
qualifier, it still raining hard, a very nice
Turkish chap in front of me gave it a big
handful and filled my face with sand, so a
good start! I’ll confess I took the easy route,
not the gap jump but got off to a good start
through all obstacles, went over the floating
logs okay, but messed it up on a big log on
the beach, then got up the ramps okay, went
through the tyres okay too, then got to the
valley of the rocks and had a ‘mare getting
through the rock garden, which destroyed
me. I got out the other end and finished what
I thought was an okay-ish lap for me. We did
not know our positions at this point so I took
the gamble too, only I finished 167th position
overall. So I did not qualify for the final.
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DAY 2: FOREST RACE
FORMAT: Starting on the beach just
outside Kemer, climbing into the Olympus
mountain foothills and forests, a 50km track
with a time limit of four hours to complete,
taking in a mix of rocky riverbeds, rocky
single tracks and rocky forest tracks. Great
for goats, not so easy for bikes.
MATT: The forest race started well for me,
I felt comfortable on the bike but the
temperature soon took it out of me (35ºC+).
I had underestimated the temperature and
worn too much body armour. The riding was
amazing, just so relentless, rocks every-
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‘I got through five litres of water in three
hours and I was still so dehydrated
I thought I was going to die!’

where, the longest fast flowing section of
the whole day was only about 4km long, the
rest of the track was punishing. I felt it was
harder than any single day in Romaniacs
Bronze class (which I’ve previously ridden).
I finished well inside the four-hour cut-off
but dropped quite a few places from the
previous day.
GARY: I loved the forest race, even if it was
the single hardest days riding I had ever
done, by a long way. There really was no let
up and when there was it was so brief. The
heat for this race was brutal and I, like Matt,
had over-kitted massively. I got through five
litres of water in three hours and was still so,
so, dehydrated – I thought I was going to die!
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My main memory from this race – other
than near death – was seeing fellow Brit
Steve Huzzey stuck off the side of a track
some 15 metres down a really steep gulley!
He was completely shot from trying to get
out and by now out of puff and really stuck.
Now I have to be honest, I really didn’t want
to climb down and help him get his bike out
as I was on my limits of fitness already, but
you cant leave a fellow Brit in a time of need,
so down I went and helped him drag his bike
up. Almost sick from exhaustion we both got
the bike back up to the track, but only after
Steve thanked me for my efforts by swinging
his leg over his bike near the top and toe
punting me straight in the side of the head!
A smaller man may have been killed I’m
sure, but I’ve always been good at getting
hit, so we carried on regardless of my extra
brain damage.
The finish was a curve ball as at the beach
they decided to make you ride out over a
jetty and then jump into the sea and through
the Red Bull arch. This was brutal as the
margin for error was tiny – as many found
out by ditching it in the sea! Not kind at all.
So I finished in a sensible time and set about
sorting the bike for the mountain race the
following day.
SHAUN: This was what I was here for, the
so-called Forest Race should have been
called the rocky forest ride – rocks, rocks,
rocks and more rocks. Nothing flowing about
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this, and climbing into the mountains the fan
stopped working, so the bike – and me –
kept boiling-over. At section four I discarded
all my body armour and felt a lot better for it.
But as we climbed the bike had to have more
rests than I did and it ended my day’s riding,
which was again very disappointing. It’s a
learning thing: always make sure the kit is
tried and tested before you go out.
DAY THREE:
THE MOUNTAIN RACE (FINAL)
FORMAT: Starting on the beach in the
neighbouring town of Camyuva, the race
would send us up a rocky riverbed for about
6km then into the infamous canyon section
full of deep waterholes, manmade wooden
ramps and towering high rock walls, from
here we would continue to climb in altitude
to the Bronze and Silver finishes. The Gold
medal target was the top of Mount Tahtali.
With a seven-hour cut off unless you’re one
of the top 50 riders you can rule out a
chance of seeing the top, so the target for
us was Bronze and if we made it that far
push onto Silver.

‘Steve thanked me for my efforts by
swinging his leg over his bike near the
top and toe punting me straight in the
side of the head!’

MATT: After dropping a few places in the
forest race, Gary and I started on the same
row (lucky 13). We pushed for the group lead
up the riverbed into the canyon and I was
feeling strong (I had adapted my body
armour to let more air in to keep me cooler).
Again it was a relentless push to keep
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moving and making up places. I reached the
Bronze finish and pushed on. What faced
us after the Bronze finish was a zigzagclimbing route up a mountain followed by
long off-camber descents and more rocky
singletrack. An hour or two later I reached
the Silver finish. With just over two hours
remaining I decided to push on again towards the top, only there were more riders
coming back down the track than going up.
After speaking with one of the Turkish
guides I decided that I didn’t have time to get
through the ‘Dark Canyon’ section so joined
the downward traffic and headed back to the
resort happy with a Silver medal finish.
GARY: So, to the main event. Matt and I
ended up on the same start row for the race,
which wasn’t ideal as we always end up
banging bars off the start, so we purposely
started away from each other… I got a great
start and with Matt in close pursuit we soon
caught up racers from the rows ahead as we
raced up the huge riverbed. But then I had a
big off in the thick dust (exactly where Wade
Young came off and broke his wrist), which
gave me a bashed up arm and hip, but
nothing too serious. We then entered the
famous canyon and this is where my day got
very difficult. The bike unfortunately began to
let me down. The chain came off five times
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in an hour, my gear lever jammed on the
frame in fourth gear, which was interesting,
and I then lost my front brake, which was
very interesting. With some help from a
fellow Brit Jonny Critch, we managed to get
the brake back enough to be safe-ish (using
gear oil as that’s all we had between us),
which meant I could carry on. The terrain
was really tough but it felt a bit easier than
the forest race course. I got to the Bronze
finish, which I was really pleased with after
having so many problems and decided to call
it a day there and not kill my bike anymore.
So that was it for me and the Red Bull Sea to
Sky 2016. Toughest race I’ve ever done but
a brilliant experience shared with some top
chaps. Must get fitter for next year!
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Matt Watterson
Age 36, Company Director/
Construction. Lives in Sussex, UK.
Been riding enduro for the past
eight years, local timecard enduro
and H&H events, completed Red
Bull Romaniacs Bronze Class in
2014, aiming to participate in an
international extreme enduro type
event at least every two years to
fit around family life (wife and three
kids). Entered Red Bull Romaniacs
2017, currently riding a 2015 KTM
300EXC.
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SHAUN: I got a good start off the beach
and did about 6km up the riverbed going
well before meeting some vertical strips of
concrete, which we needed to go up. Only
I managed a backflip, making for a lot of
damage to my bike. I kicked the old girl
straight but riding along found my front
brake was completely gone. I continued to
ride the next 6km through the canyon up
big pebble-like rocks and over man-made
wooden slatted ramps which were really
slippery, and with no front brake – possibly
the hardest thing I have ever done in my life.
I got to top of the canyon and with 3 hours
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20 minutes left on the clock facing a steep
downhill into the next canyon I decided not
to go on any further due to no front brake –
a very frustrating end to my racing. Now I
know what to expect I would make sure I
was a lot fitter and had my bike prepped
properly if I did it again; it was my first
extreme enduro ever and I really enjoyed it,
even with the disappointing results!
REFLECTIONS
Was it ‘The most enjoyable hard enduro’ the
organisers suggested? The answer has to
be yes, in a kind of sadistic way. The riding
was amazing; the three different types of
courses were well set out and were very
demanding each in their own way. The
weather was fantastic (other than beach
race day), the whole experience was worth
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Shaun Turner
Age 49, Events Organiser at
Action Trax enduro practice
days in Kent, UK. Lives in
Kent. Been riding for 20+
years, last 10-12 years mostly
enduro/ off-road type riding.
Previously rode four-strokes
but changed to a 2017 KTM
300EXC Six Days for the Sea
to Sky and now enjoying the
new two-strokes.
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the challenge and we made some new
friends along the way.
What would we do different if we were to
do it again? Prepare yourself for the heat,
reduce clothing layers, adapt body armour
to allow airflow, fit and test a fan kit to the
bike, possibly run a better coolant (Evans
coolant seems to work well) But most
importantly fit Turkish flag stickers to every
panel on the bike and your helmet – the
Turkish supporters love to help a stuck
Turkish rider, once they have them going
again they move on and help the next
Turkish rider, and so on...
Extreme Enduro, it’s all about riding clever!
See you in Romania for Romaniacs
2017…
Gary Hanson
Age 37, Company Director,
lives in Kent. Been riding
off-road eight years, road for 16
years. Rides timecard enduro
and H&H events. Attempting to
fit in more riding and still keep
a family balance (wife and two
kids). Ex rugby player. Also
entered Red Bull Romaniacs
2017, currently riding 2016
KTM 300 EXC Six Days.
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Video

www.rustsports.com
Visit www.rustsports.com for the latest video content,
social media feeds and issues...
To view any of these videos just click on the link below the
thumbnail to go direct to the Rust Sports youtube channel...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mDKKdUS_rbo
BMW R nineT, Scrambler, Cafe Racer
The BMW R nineT seems to be the flavour of the
month at the 2016 EICMA Show... The range of
bolt-on accessories, and modified bikes on show is
truly mind-boggling...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLdKBsgq8d4
RUSTSPORTS.COM: THE EICMA
MOTORCYCLE SHOW MILAN 2016
RUST Magazine takes you for a walk around the
Milan EICMA show with all the new models and a
whole load more interesting stuff...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=xH0E2Ra1TL4
2016 Welsh Two Day Enduro
THE MOVIE – RUST rode the Welsh and lived to
tell the tale... just. The trials and the tribulations all
here, in glorious colour. Enjoy...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=7_EGuentg3s
2017 HUSQVARNA Range Launch
The 2017 Husqvarna enduro bikes, ridden and
rated by RUST’s Jon Bentman... Check out the
2017 Husqvarna Special Edition at rustsports.com.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RwK49cZ4yvs
2017 BETA Range Launch
The 2017 Beta enduro bikes, ridden and rated by
RUST’s Jon Bentman... Check out the full review in
the 2017 Beta Special Edition at rustsports.com.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=-JjZEeDKEYY
Beta works rider Steve Holcombe
FIM EnduroGP World Championship contender
Steve Holcombe talks to RUST editor Jon Bentman
about going pro and the challenges ahead...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gL9oTh6LN0
2017 BETA Range Launch
Stephano Fantigini tells us about the continuing
development of the Beta range and the secret of
their recent success...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=a0K02x9reL0
2017 KTM Range Launch
Warren Malschinger and Josh Snowden go to
Portugal to ride the extensively redesigned 2017
KTM enduro range...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=54lfOS3nMtE
STILLWELL PERFORMANCE
Alan from Stillwell Performance explains their A-Kit
tuned forks for RUST Magazine’s long term
Husqvarna TE300 and KTM 200EXC test bikes...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mVYqp3biTnc
2016 BMW GS TROPHY THAILAND
Montage of scenes from the South-East Asia GS
Trophy featuring comments from Kurt Yaeger, Tom
Wolf and our man Jon Bentman...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=QrOoVPEKiE
JONNY WALKER INTERVIEW
JB asks the extreme enduro specialist some
pertinent questions about his rivals Graham Jarvis,
David Knight and in-race hydration...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQBn2qbfopY
THE TRAIL RIDERS FELLOWSHIP
Read the story behnd the ethos of the Trail Riders
Fellowship in RUST Magazine Issue 5 available
FREE on the website www.rustsports.com

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_L8ePyI2E4M
2016 V-STROM 650XT
Seve Hacket explains the revisions to the Suzuki
650 V-Strom in order to make it more suitable for
all-out adventure riding...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=yriJw_FU910
2016 YAMAHA WR450F
JB tests the new Yamaha WR450F in the hills of
Andalusia and finds that it’s packing some heat and
demands a good deal of respect...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8l54XQOYoPo
2016 HUSQVARNA 701
Testing the new Husky 701 Enduro and the 701
Supermoto on the road and on the track...

www.youtube.com/watch?v=9oHMTpB0RNw
2016 HONDA AFRICA TWIN
Exclusve first test of the new Honda CRF1000L
Africa Twin... Read the story in the RUST Magazine
Special Edition at www.rustsports.com

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLpIT6Z-ACQ
2016 HONDA AFRICA TWIN
Jon Bentman discusses the finer points of the new
Honda CRF1000L Africa Twin with Tom Myers of
Touratech USA

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ntK07I63tuA
HONDA CB500X ADVENTURE
Jon gets an exclusive ride on the Rally Raid
Products latest adaptation of the CB500X for the
adventure riders out there...

www.decade-europe.com
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What is it?

6D ATR-1
HELMET
Supplied by
www.decade-europe.com

WHEN INTRODUCED IN 2013 the 6D ATR-1 was a unique product.
A helmet designed with an uncoupling between the outer and inner shells.
The Omni-Directional Suspension (ODS) system places an array of
dampers between the two shells (they look like little hourglasses)
allowing a rotation of the inner shell to reduce/slow the transfer of energy
between the outer and inner, and thus reducing the potential for brain
injuries, such as concussions etc. Unique in 2013, both Bell Moto 9 (Flex)
and Troy Lee Designs SE4 (MIPS) have advanced technology to compete,
together setting a higher safety standard in helmet design.
Nonetheless it’s a big forward advancement from conventional helmet
design, and while its selling point is vastly superior performance in ‘angular
accelerations’ created by oblique angle impacts, it’s also claimed to
outperform conventional helmets in regular low and high speed impact
testing. Maybe one day all helmets will be made this way? The ATR-1
Carbon Electric version we’ve been testing retails for $845/£550.
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6D ATR-1
HELMET
How did it rate?
Warren Malschinger:
It’s certainly a comfortable helmet. I also like that 6D offer quite a few options
on replacement liners and cheek pads so you can customize the fit. I didn’t
have access to those when I collected the helmet but would have gone for
slightly larger cheek pad, to make it fit tighter (as is my preference). As it
was, I’ve ridden over 300km over two days in torrential rain, through mud
and water, and the helmet fared well and stayed comfortable.
I noticed the helmet is physically bigger than most motocross type helmets,
probably to accommodate the ODS system, but that doesn’t transfer to the
wearing experience. It feels fine and at 1590 grammes (the weight is kept
down by making the shell a mix of carbon fibre, Kevlar and composite
fibreglass) it’s not heavy so I did not suffer any fatigue (of the neck).
As I didn’t (fortunately) find myself in a situation of testing the safety
benefits of the design the standout feature for me was instead the ventilation
– I think there’s something like 18 intake ports, 13 transfers, and four
exhaust ports listed! There are plenty around the mouthpiece increasing

airflow in a crucial area. I appreciated the six intakes across the forehead that
feed into the liner and flow air over the head especially due to the humidity –
I’d say this helmet offers the best ventilation that I’ve ever encountered.
Riding in torrential rain I found the peak gave quite a bit of protection,
being long enough to block out the mud and rain, it worked really well.
The ATR-1 also has all the other now standard features in a high end crash
helmet: a Coolmax antibacterial comfort liner (removable for washing),
emergency-removable check pads, shear-away peak screws – all quite
standard these days. There’s also a cutaway to clear the clavicle
(collarbone) and a pad on the chin piece to help protect the sternum
should you force your chin into your chest in a crash.
The ATR-1 comes with a three-year limited warranty, and post-crash
rebuild programme (subject to the shell still being viable) – the only
manufacturer doing this (albeit this requires sending the helmet to 6D in
California).
In all, I was super-impressed and I’ve no hesitation in rating it at 5/5.
That said, I’d like to see one small improvement – can the mouthpiece be
made compatible for a hands-free hydration system, please? Even so the
ATR-1 has found a permanent home in the Malschinger kitbag.
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100%
RACECRAFT
GOGGLES
Supplied by
www.decade-europe.com

THE 100% RACECRAFT goggle might have been considered a high-end
product a year or two ago, but since Oakley created the Airbrake there’s
a whole new ceiling to this market – a $200/£160 goggle, who knew that
would be viable? So at $65/£59.99 the Racecrafts, while top of the line
for 100%, are now mid-value offerings! The question is are they
mid-range quality?
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They’re still pretty fancy, featuring outriggers for the wide 45mm strap (for
better fit), triple-layer foam, a detachable nose guard – and handily a second
(clear) lens is included in the price (as are a bunch of tear-offs, for those
closed course racers). The lens is Lexan (with a nine-pin retention system)
and we’ve counted at least 32 options on colour and various treatments,
including dual lens. Rather neatly, the www.ride100percent.com website
features a goggle simulation video, where the various lens options can be
superimposed on an on-bike video (on three track scenarios) so you can
get a fair idea of the kind of lens you’d like for your riding.

100%
RACECRAFT
GOGGLES

How did they rate?
Warren Malschinger:
I’ve tested these over the past 7 months during long distance road book rallies,
enduro’s and at local club motocross. Now, like so many riders, I’ve gotten to
be attached to a certain brand and type, in my case Oakley Airbrakes, but I
have to say by comparison (function and price) I was massively impressed with
the Racecrafts. The quality of vision is excellent in comparison to other brands
within their price range, the triple layer foam fits well and has excellent
ventilation. I sweat more than is usual (and so will rotate my goggles during
a long ride) I found the absorption was superior to most other goggles I’ve
tested. I also liked the styling, they look bitchin’! They’re one of the nicest
looking goggles and with huge a range of colours and options they’re placing
themselves in a strong position in the market.
What I didn’t like was the mirrored lens started chipping after two-three rides.
Not a massive detraction, but I wouldn’t expect this. And I didn’t like that the
nose guard felt insecure – and I particularly like to have a nose guard as I’ve
had more than one rock to the face in my time.
I would rate these goggles 4.8/5, losing points because of the nose guard fit
feeling flimsy and the mirrored lens chipping. Even so, they’ve moved into the
top three of my goggle options. They offer the best value for money on the
market in my opinion.
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Jon Bentman:
I’ve used mine for adventure riding, having put in four weeks on the trails in
the Azores and Australia. And they’re good. I have a pair called Abyss Black
with mirror silver lenses. These are great in bright light, they save you getting
tired eyes from squinting, but are the opposite of great when it gets dark –
time for a lens change there – yeah, not a lens I’d use for woods riding.
They vent well without creating a distracting draft (so no eye watering). Air
filtration is pretty good, I occasionally got a bit of grit in the eye, but not bad.
As for sweat absorption – I was riding for a while in 45º heat and they were
fine! The fit is good with my Nolan N53 mx lid but needs a wiggle to fit in with
my Touratech Aventuro. Lens clarity is good and the lens, while marginally
smaller in area than say the Airbrake or Scott Prospect, is still generous
enough. I also like that the aperture on the inside is slightly wider than my
Oakley Crowbars so they don’t sit on the edge of my eyes! My lens hasn’t
chipped but then I haven’t been hustling at the rear wheel of race rivals!
As Warren has said, overall they impress and for quality they compare well
with Warrens’ Oakleys and my Scotts. For me, they score 4.5/5.

100%
RACECRAFT
GOGGLES

RUST Rally

Road book rallies have
been gaining in popularity
as enduro and adventure
riders across Europe have
realised rallies are not just
for the Dakar elite.
RUST’s Warren M. recently
landed up in one such rally
almost by accident.
But now he’s hooked…

Words: Warren Malschinger
Images: Ricardo Andrés
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I’M NOT SURE that coveting your smug
editor’s riding experiences can be considered
one of the seven deadly sins, but jealousy
certainly does provoke action. So, late
November 2016 and while JB is swanking it
up on his Australian adventure I’m doing a
cracking job racing my office chair, watching
JB’s posts on RUST’s Facebook page in
between work-related stress attacks. But God
loves spontaneity and by the last week of
November I’d had it and needed a bike fix.
I love the sun and the riding in Portugal,
so before I consciously knew it I had found
my way onto Horizon Adventures’ website
looking for a fly-and-ride option at short notice.
I’ve been riding with Joao and Pedro (at HA)
since 2015 and besides them operating my
Portuguese touring company of choice they
have both become good friends and riding
buddies. Thankfully they had a package for the
final round of the R3 Rally Raid championship
to be held in the Algarve a few days away.
Sun and riding – what more could you want?

Warren’s kit

Sidi SRS2 boots
X Bionic socks and base layers
Fox dirt paw and polar paw gloves
Fox Flex Air pants/shirt
Fox Legion enduro jacket
Leatt A2 hydration pack
100% Racecraft goggles with a
Forecast Advanced Mud System
Oakley Airbrake goggles
6D ATR-1 carbon helmet
Acerbis rain suit
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RALLY RAID?
The Portuguese R3 rally raid
series started in 2016 with four
events, all run to FIM/FIA roadbook
navigational principles offering authentic
rally competitions for bikes, quads, UTVs
and rally-raid cars. It offered two classes for
bikes to compete in: Pro and Hobby. Quite
frankly very little of this meant anything to
me since I’d never ridden a rally before.
However, I did note that this was the last
round, and the Pro class championship
decider, and as many as eight riders would
be using this event as a training ride in
preparation for the upcoming 2017 Dakar,
including HRC works rider Paolo Goncalves.
I have to admit that I was a little daunted,
but there’s nothing like jumping in at the
deep end when it comes to fast learning.
I arrived on Friday morning in Faro to be
met with the tropical thunderstorms that had
been forecast over the entire weekend of the
event. So much for the sun… I’m very glad
I’d over-packed and had remembered to
bring some rain gear, spare gloves and
goggles and roll-offs.
Joao and Pedro arrived early afternoon
with the bikes (2016 KTM 450 EXCs). The
bikes were in excellent condition and I could

see that they had been well prepped so all that
was left to do was fit the F2R road book reader
that was mounted using a universal handlebar
bracket. Being RUST’s road book rookie (say
that quickly), I paid close attention to the
installation, asking questions of Pedro as he
moved through the various procedures of
mounting and connecting the components
and controls and ran me through the do’s
and don’ts of how to use the equipment.
This was exciting stuff, I was on the brink of
realising a dream that I hadn’t really acknowledged until now. I’ve always been a Dakar fan,
and like many have dreamt idly of perhaps
participating in a rally raid – only the prospect
has always seemed rather daunting. As a
young buck I couldn’t quite fully grasp the
combination of speed and navigational
accuracy that is required to be a good rally
rider, but age has its compensations it seems.
Rallying may not have the gun-and-run of
motocross or allow the carefree charge
around a closed-course hare & hounds, but
the combination of a need for both speed and
navigational accuracy requires a good deal of
concentration (as I found) – and that suits the
older rider.
PAY ATTENTION
So here’s the good part: it wasn’t as hard as
I had thought it would be, at least in terms of
demystifying the equipment and the instructions. It does need you to pay attention and
prep / mark the road book well before you
ride but, looking back, the laughter and
camaraderie while sitting with fellow riders
around a box of highlighters, scissors and
tape, while highlighting, cutting and splicing
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the road book in preparation the next days’
ride was one of the best parts of the entire
weekend.
Luckily I had Joao to explain the various
symbols, warnings and abbreviations
contained on the road book – and how to
mark them up for easy reference while
travelling at speed. His advice was utterly
indispensable. I hadn’t known previously that
all the abbreviations contained in road book
instructions are in French, but now it seems
obvious when you think about the history of
the (Paris-) Dakar and subconsciously while
I’ve never been au fait with the French
language, or found it particularly easy to learn,
it’s amazing just how much you retain when
said French instructions can either help you
or have dire consequences if you forget what
they mean. It was the best French lesson I
ever had.
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Warren, Pedro and Joao. Soggy but unswayed...

The rain obviously had a huge effect on the
event and the organisers’ had to make adjustments to large parts of the course due to the
heavy rains and swollen rivers. That meant
them having to hand out last minute updates
and new routes. I should mention that the rider
briefing didn’t start until 9pm (to allow the
Portuguese competitors time to finish the
week’s work before jumping in their vans and
making their way to the event) and so the road
book marking was a late night affair. Again I
was grateful for the experience of the many
riders in the briefing, asking questions,
clarifying the new routes and coordinates.
With the road book marking taking some time,
the bikes finally made it into the parc ferme at
around 2am(!) with the road books now loaded
into the towers (the mounting bracketry) and
covered with sophisticated black bin liners for
rain protection. All the while the rain continued
the pour down steadily...
DAWN RISE
Wakeup was at 5am, after a three-hour sleep,
and I prepared my kit and food and headed for
breakfast. JB will tell you that I like to be well
prepared – and early – at the start to take any
stress out of things before the race. However,
leaving things to the last-minute must be an
off-road riders’ quirk because despite the early
rise by the time we (Joao, myself and Luiz) got
down to the parc ferme to collect our bikes we
were running late. The liaison to the start was
around 23km and with the roads being so slick,
and it pelting with rain, gunning it to the start
just wasn’t an option. True to form we missed
our 08:13 start time: penalty number one. After
about a 10-minute wait we were slotted in for a
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revised start time and headed off.
I had entered the Hobby class, which is
judged on navigational accuracy only, with
points deducted for the slightest deviation off
the set course. Each rider is provided with two
GPS units to track their position throughout the
event. The Pro class meanwhile is judged on
speed and navigational accuracy along with a
host of additional penalties for various infringements. I would have personally preferred to
enter a mid-level category that assessed
speed and navigation rather than just navigation, for the simple reason that you could crawl
along at 5mph and finish dead last on the road
but be extremely accurate on the navigation
and win. I’m just never going to do that – too
boring and just not the reason I ride dirt bikes.
This was a common sentiment among most of
the Hobby riders (at least the faster ones).
Thankfully the organisers responded to the
request and have for the 2017 series
introduced a pro veterans class for the over
45s who want more than just the navigational
challenge. Happy days, this gives us a goal!
Right from the off the riding was excellent,
the terrain was slick and muddy along what
would normally have been pretty hard pack
surface as we ascended into the hills of the
Algarve along some mildly technical singletrack and narrow firebreak roads that wound
their way around the mountains. It was misty
and wet with limited visibility so initially the
going was slow but I have to commend 100%
Goggles on their new Forecast Advanced Mud
System (roll-offs) that worked really well in

Yes, that’s right, none other than
Dakar veteran Paulo Goncalves...
On a Honda, obviously...
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these extreme conditions.
For me this event was never going to be
about results or trying to be as accurate with
the navigation. It was all about getting out
from behind the desk, being free and facing
a challenge, isn’t that why we all ride? I just
wanted to ride at my own pace while I’m trying
something new.
DROWNING
The first day’s riding was about 165km of
mixed terrain with some brutal river crossings
that claimed more than their fair share of bikes.
Overall I was rather pleased with my combination of speed and navigation – except where
the preprinted road book had been updated
with course amendments. I’m pretty sure that
my rookie understanding of how to update the
road book resulted in me losing my way and
any chance of a good result. It was quite
frustrating when the biggest navigational error

+351 912 235 241
pedro@horizonadventures.pt
joao@horizonadventures.pt
www.horizonadventures.pt

Photo by:
Ricardo Andrés Xplora.pt
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came on the tarmac and saw me adding 10km
to my mileage as a result. Yet three pair of
goggles, two pairs of gloves and a trashed
Acerbis rain suit later I arrived at the finish
having thoroughly enjoyed the ride.
I made a few mental notes for the next day’s
riding: number one, duct tape my boots to
keep the water out; number two, wear a thicker
base layer; and finally, reload the roll-offs (and
take a spare canister – I had run out of film
within the first two hours).
Another long briefing that night, with quite a
few amendments to the road book because of
the worsening weather, resulted in rookie error
number two (or is that three?). While I had
correctly cutout the original route sections from
the road book as instructed, rather than sticking in the the newly printed updates that would
see us avoid impassable sections of the route
and redirect us accordingly, I had inadvertently
pasted back the original route without realising
my error. In my defense it was late, but here’s
a tip: if you get updates, stick them into the
road book BEFORE you mark them up, so you
can tell the difference between the new and
the original.
A WIN!
Start of day two saw me start fifth from last due
to my navigational error the day before. But by
the first checkpoint I had caught the front of the
Hobby field and landed up winning stage one.
Joao gave me some excellent advice, which
of course I didn’t follow. “All you have to do
now is to follow a good navigator, check your

speed and ensure that you stay on course to
take the day two win.” They say with age
comes wisdom, well obviously not in my case.
While I had a good beginning to stage two
and stayed on course the road book error
made the night before killed any chance of
my not getting lost. And boy did we get lost –
yes, I wasn’t the only ass that had made that
mistake!
Along with my fellow embarrassed
colleagues we retraced our tracks and got
back on course. A particularly gnarly river
crossing that needed at least two or three
people per bike to cross slowed us up even
further but it wasn’t until around 5km from
checkpoint two that I arrived at a junction with
multiple tracks. Putting it mildly, this junction
ended any chance of a decent result. Murphy’s
Law allowed that I chose the right track to
begin with, only to convince myself that as it
was entirely under water it just couldn’t be the
right route. So I turned around and attempted
every other path. Some 45 minutes later I
headed back down my original route deciding
to brave the waterlogged path and came out
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the other end on the correct heading.
By the time I got to CP2 Joao and Luiz had
been waiting for me for over an hour, although
rather serendipitously this probably saved our
butts. Not three kilometres from CP2 we
arrived at what can only be described as a
scene of carnage. One of the rivers was so
swollen that it had washed one of the bikes
100m downstream, the very lucky owner only
recovering his bike after the front wheel was
spotted bobbing above the waterline.
The bike was drowned of course.
At this point the organisers called it a day
and cancelled the final stages of the event.
Meanwhile the river crossing was now
populated by 4x4s with winches, ropes and a
team of Welshmen forming a human bridge
that was ferrying one stranded bike after the
next back to safety. It could only have been the
Welsh that would take up station in the middle
of the river, smiles all round, suggesting that
this was like a typical summer’s day trail
riding in Wales...!
Jokes aside it was a cracking event, testing
both my riding and navigation skills, with some
reminders and insights into the importance of
good winter kit. The closing lunch and awards
ceremony was held at the famous Faro
Motorcycle Club. It was a fitting conclusion
with Paulo Goncalves taking the pro title while
the old boys reminisced over the two days past
and set plans in place for the new season.
Thanks to the organisers for a professionally
run event and to Horizon Adventures for the
opportunity to fly and ride with them and for
their help in teaching me the rudiments of
road book rallying.

MORE RALLY!
Well, it seems the rally bug has
bitten RUST. Look out for more
rally raid action – plus tips and
explainers – in coming issues.

Used by:
All of Team KTM USA and
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Team Kawasaki USA, Team Honda,
Team Honda Canada, Star Racing, TLD Racing,
Ryan Dungey, Chad Reed, Eli Tomac, Justin Barcia,
Joey Savatgy, Austin Forkner, Adam Cianciarulo,
Arnaud Tonus, Alex Martin, Cooper Webb, Jeremy Martin, Cole Seeley, Trey Canard
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Touratech R 1200 GS Rambler

Ever wondered what a modern BMW R1200GS (waterboxer)
would feel like stripped to the minimum? Would it be adventure
heaven or hell? Our editor JB was one of the first men on the
planet to find out…
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Touratech R 1200 GS Rambler

WHAT DOES A 125hp sub-200kg adventureenduro bike feel like? Potent, in a word.
Certainly something to be treated with
respect. Which wasn’t exactly what I allowed
Touratech’s R 1200 GS Rambler on first
initiation. A quick blip of the throttle in the
small car park didn’t prompt a cheeky little
wheelie so much as a fairly lusty lunge –
sudden and violent enough to be a whisker
away from inducing whisky throttle. About
a kilometre later the Rambler’s power and
mass was again embarrassing as I realised
that trying to slow this beast down from
speed, on loose pea-shingle, while riding on
Metzeler Karoo 3s, was not an easy task.
It kind of slides across the surface – there’s
none of that digging in you get with proper
knobblies – it was a job not to skitter clean
off the trail and into the rock field that
bordered it. Which wouldn’t have been a
clever idea, obviously. Clearly, for a bike like
this you need to adjust your base settings.
LUCKY MAN
I certainly am a lucky man, having been
invited to join Touratech’s CEO Herbert
Schwarz (and his team) for a week riding in
the Azores – on the (then) yet to be unveiled
Touratech R 1200 GS Rambler. Of course I’d
arrived pretty much blind, not knowing a
thing about the bike or the mission (half
shake-down test, half filming gig). My only
instruction being to pack my own crash
helmet (and a few clothes, of course) –
everything else Touratech would sort.
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Herbert had in fact two Ramblers with him
(the only two, of course) one resplendent in
his own (Touratech) corporate colours of
yellow/black/grey – which it made perfect
sense for him to ride – and a second in
BMW Motorsport colours, which was my bike
for the week. With no fact sheet at the time,
it took a while to gather the technical
behind the bike, let alone the ethos.

What was immediately tantalizing about
the bike was the tie-in with BMW Motorrad
(hence the Motorsport colours), this being
something of a joint project – it turns outs out
the BMW bosses were as curious as Herbert
to find out what a modern K50 GS might be
like if stripped to the minimum – a modern
day HP2 if you like (the HP2 dates back to
2004). So while it was essentially a technical
project by Touratech it was made
with some input and interest
from the Munich massive –
prompting imaginings of a
proper production model
to come…
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199
That was Travis Pastrana’s AMA race
number wasn’t it? Well, it was also the
target weight for the Rambler project –
could the Touratech team create a K50based adventure-enduro, fuelled, ready-togo, that weighed under 200-kilos? Long story
short, that’s exactly what they have done.
But not by the most obvious means.
For a start the base of the Rambler
actually isn’t an R 1200 GS, it’s an R 1200 R
roadster, chosen on account it runs
telescopic forks – not Telelever – and the
design team were adamant they wanted
conventional (USD) forks for this high-performance project. Taking the R-route also
meant a cleaner start point for a lot of other
matters, too, including losing unwanted
bracketry etc (the R runs without a fairing).
So it’s an R motor as well (which is very
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close to the GS in any case) but mated to a
GS shaft drive. Incidentally the wheels aren’t
standard GS, these are bespoke jobs, with
21” front and 17” rear rims.
There was clearly a blank-paper (or blue
sky, if you prefer) start point for this bike,
which must have been refreshing for the
design team at TT-3D (Touratech’s specialist
design facility) and you can see that freedom
reflected in design solutions such as the
self-supporting 16.2-litre aluminium fuel tank
which doubles as the sub-frame that carries
the enduro style saddle and rear mudguard
arrangement. While behind the headstock
there’s a bespoke carbon-fibre reinforced
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plastic airbox, all made much smaller and
sleeker as would befit an enduro bike. As the
Rambler’s never intended for series production, the design team could go as extreme as
they liked. And after spending most of their
year working on adventure-touring projects,
you can imagine they went full-tilt!
EASY NOW…
It must have taken me at least a day, maybe
two, to get to grips with the power of the
Rambler. One aspect of the bike being a
prototype is you are sampling it in its most
raw form. The bike had come straight from
the design studio, via the workshop, and so
was far from fettled. This meant the 125hp
was being delivered without a complete
electronic package. I wouldn’t say it was
devoid of rider aids, but it was running on the
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basics, so when you twisted the throttle you
were getting pretty much 100% of the
potential power.
This meant the power came in with a hit
like no production bike you’ll ever ride.
At first this made for some neck-snapping
wheelie-inducing acceleration, particularly
in the lower gears. That was on the tarmac,
off-road this simple spelt wheelspin, massive
wheelspin. With time (ie learning to twist the
throttle a little less and a little slower), and
with a little judicious clutch slipping to ease
the transitions, we got this situation under
control, but certainly in shedding 50 kilos
from the weight of a GS, that waterboxer
really is unshackled. It’s already considered
a great motor, but like this, it seriously
breathes fire – something the one-off
Akrapovic (in Titanium) exhaust struggled to
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silence. Yeah, there’s bark and bite with the
Rambler.
The handling was more than good. The
geometry comes from standard BMW, so it
should be fine, but with fettled F 800 GS
Adventure forks and a special shock (both
by Touratech Suspension) the Rambler rides
that bit higher that usual for a GS. On the
Tarmac, riding on the Karoo 3s, this was just
fine, being so much lighter than a GS you
could flick it around much easier (we had an
R1200 GS along for comparison) and it was
a hoot in the twisties.
Off-road the handling remained precise,
while the weight reduction made the
Rambler that much more light-footed.
We went through one very tight single-track
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(in fact a mountainbike trail) up a valley and
the Rambler just flew up. It wasn’t until
having to walk back down and rescue the
following standard R 1200 GS that it was
evident the trail was perhaps a mite
‘technical’. Taking over control of that bike
and charging it up the remainder of the trail I
was suddenly struck how much more difficult
this was on a standard type machine and at

www.talon-eng.co.uk
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one point where the trail got loose, where the Rambler had skipped lightly
over, the GS nearly buried itself, pitching me over the bars – only a big
handful of throttle saved the situation.
There are some caveats, here. The suspension setup on the Rambler
had been a best guess by the guys at Touratech Suspension, not having
worked on a bike like this before – and having no time for testing. As it
was, for me, it was too firm, possibly over sprung and too firm on the
damping, too. Quite possibly an ideal setup for super-fast rally racing –
with a pro rider who cares not for his wellbeing – but for trail speed riding
we needed more movement. Likewise in the dirt, proper knobblies – say

Michelin Deserts – would be a much better match, whether in soft going
or on gravel for that matter. Only on the Tarmac, with the power the way it is,
you’d have to be mighty careful on those knobblies – it would be too easy to
spin up and slide off.
The USD forks also limited the steering lock – not such an issue for rally
competition, but not so good for trail work. But this is a common issue with
USD forks on any brand of machine. Oh, and the brakes – I wasn’t entirely
convinced the single disc set-up was enough for stopping from higher
speeds. But then there’s only so much energy you can push through a
21x2.15 tyre, so maybe it’s the correct fitting after all.
The ergos were a mixed package. The fuel-tank-seat
arrangement is properly enduro-slim and makes for a
narrow mid-section so you can grip the bike with your
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knees like a regular enduro bike. As well the
slimmer profile behind the headstock (where
the airbox resides) makes it easier to shift
your weight front (and back) much more than
you can on a GS. These matched with some
Raptor Titanium footpegs gave a superior
setup for ‘active’ riding. Both Ramblers,
however, were set-up with handlebars that
were too narrow and probably too low,
making for a sometimes awkward lean
forward, only without the sense of bracing
as you get with traditional enduro bars.
A minor issue, but when you’re wrestling
125hp it can become a major one…!
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AND THE VERDICT?
The verdict already? Okay, I promised the
editorial team I’d keep this story short. Anyway,
a week and over 700km later, did I like or
loathe the Rambler? Well, after a heart-pumping start, we did kind of settle down so that by
the end of the week riding the Rambler was
second nature. The lightness is very obvious,
as is the power. But increasingly you come to
appreciate the bike’s simplicity. That enduro
headlight might make night riding a bit hit-andmiss (we had a couple of late finishes) but
there’s a joy in the pared-back simplicity of an
enduro. The whole bike is uncluttered, very
singular in its focus, and that’s very obvious
when you jump back on a GS with all its
whistles and bells.
But what I really liked was the Rambler made
trail riding just that little bit freer than it might
be on a GS. Where the going gets technical
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the Rambler has that extra 25% of dirt-capability, so you can carry on riding, just chillin’ to the
environment. Of course, it has an evil alter-ego
– release its full potential and you could fly
along off-road trails at the most improbable
speeds. But heck, that really is the Dark Side –
there was a reason the Dakar Rally stopped
with the unlimited machines…
Yeah, call me a heretic, but if I had a
Rambler, just as if I had an HP2, I’d be fitting it
with panniers (slim ones, mind) and using its
potential not to go fast, but to go deep (fnar
fnar!). Adventure bikes have become
increasingly complicated as power outputs
have risen and electronic rider aids have
been installed to rescue the riders from the
implications of that. Plus there’s been that
incessant desire to accessorise with every last
add-on. Big, heavy and complicated is what
they’ve become. There’s certainly space for a
simplified, yet capable, machine such as this.
Sometimes less is more…
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How Touratech made
the Rambler...
 Airbox: Carbon fibre reinforced plastic
with original air filter (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Tank: Aluminium, lowered side walls, with
partially load-bearing sub-frame function
capacity approx. 16.2 l (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Fuel pump: In separate plastic tank
(1.8 l) beneath the main tank
 Seat: Enduro rally seat made from PU
foam (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Frame: BMW R 1200 R, strengthened
with unnecessary mounting brackets
removed
 Engine: BMW R 1200 R matched to an
R 1200 GS shaft drive
 Handlebar & fittings: Magura TX
handlebar, very light high-performance
radial-pump master cylinders for clutch
and brake (Magura HC3)
 Triple clamp: Custom-made by XTRIG
 Stem: Aluminium tube construction
(Touratech)
 Brakes: Front: 1 x 300mm brake disc;
Rear: 1 x 276mm brake disc
 Brake lines: Braided steel hose
(Stahlflex)
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 Bracket fork protector / brake
hose guide: Aluminium (Touratech)
 Bracket for number plate, rear
light / indicators: Plastic parts
(Touratech / TT-3D)
 Rear light: BMW R nineT kit
 Main headlight: BMW G 450 X kit
 Indicators: BMW R 1200 GS
 Enduro exhaust system: Titanium
and carbon fibre reinforced plastic,
custom-made by Akrapovič
 Rear silencer bracket: Aluminium
(Touratech)
 Battery: Lithium-ion 12 V, 4.6 Ah
 Rear fairing: Carbon fibre reinforced
plastic (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Wheels: Rugged Haan Excel rims
(custom-made) with Metzler Karoo 3 tyres;
Front: 21 x 2.15 with 90/90 R21,
Rear: 17 x 4.24 with 150/70 R17.
 Skid plate: Carbon fibre reinforced
plastic (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Sport mudguard: Carbon fibre
reinforced plastic (Touratech / TT-3D)
 Suspension: Rear shock absorber
custom-made by Touratech Suspension
(Extreme type with 200mm travel)
 Forks: Original BMW F 800 GS
Adventure fork with Touratech Suspension
Extreme cartridge kit (230mm travel)
 Foot peg assembly: Raptor Titanium
foot pegs, aluminium bracket and heel guard
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by Jon Bentman
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THE AZORES CONFOUND. They’re
eminently peaceful islands, with so many
green fields, hydrangea lining the lanes,
dairy cows everywhere contentedly chewing
the lush grass. They’re sparsely populated,
too, needing retired holidaymakers and
surf-dudes (each searching for a different
kind of ‘break’) to make up such traffic as
we found. The mountains are not so high,
reaching just 1000-metres above sea-level
and so all the time you are deafened by the
quiet of the ocean. Okay, up close – and our
friend Jon Beck got very close, skillfully
surfing the break at Praia de Aqua d’Alto –
the sea might roar, but most of the time,
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as you pull back from the cliffs, it’s simply sitting there, quiet, yet enormous.
The watery horizons being so uninterrupted, so vast, appear as high ground,
the ocean appears to rise up in all directions. The swells are significant –
hence the cliffs, the surfing – and sometimes you can imagine the waves
coming to engulf you. We are on land, but the ocean is the dominant feature.
It really is awe inspiring.
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The Azores are not – and are unlikely to ever be – a tourism hotspot, their
remoteness puts paid to that. And in the past life there has been hard, the
inhabitants historically living off the land. Today that’s still going on, with
diary farming being most prevalent, albeit on small-scale farms, the cows
being ‘serviced’ by mobile milking services. The inhabitants are still firmly
connected to their Portuguese homeland though – some 850 miles to the
east – with virtually no other nationalities domiciled on the archipelago.
Change comes slow in the Azores.
Riding around the main island, São Miguel – and the sealed twisting lanes
are every bit as engaging as the gravel tracks – we found such a varied
land. Indigenous forests are always a treat, for so many have been struck
from the world, gone forever, so riding through the laurel groves as we
entered into Furnas Valley was a wonder. So were the thermal springs; with
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bubbling mud and steaming jets of water this may be a smelly sulphurous
and burnt landscape but the fumeroles are endlessly fascinating.
At Sete Cidades we found vast craters within craters, evidence of
successive volcanic eruptions, but riding a track (probably some 15km in
circumference) that follows the rim of the biggest caldera we saw the
violent past is today subdued by the forestry and pastures that border the
blue and green twin lakes that sit within. It is a remarkably tranquil setting,

like a secret land, while outside of the caldera the slopes lead down to the
ocean, the ever present, patient, ocean.
The land, and the sea, however turbulent, quiet the soul. They even quiet
the Rambler. The Rambler is quite possibly one of the most potent BMW GS
motorcycles ever built, but as we reached the end of our 720km exploration
of this remote island, we found ourselves using the Rambler’s light weight
and secure off-road capability not to race around the island, but to ease us
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all the more easily from vista to vista. Like a
mountain lion, the Rambler has immense power,
but it can also place its paws gently and silently
so you’d never known it had passed. In the
middle of the Atlantic, on these little scraps of
rock, where life grips bravely, tenaciously to the
slopes, and thrives, then to ride in such mindful
manner seems appropriate. This is a place of
quiet, yet grand, beauty.
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What’s in your garage? In this one we’re digging the Ossa Pioneer trials (circa
1970), obviously still in regular and keen use given the sticky Michelin X11 rear
tyre! Who’s is it? David Knight’s brother Juan’s, that’s whose. The brothers love
a bit of classic club trials on the Isle of Man – and Juan’s a real master.
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